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   The credit risk to the company is always the biggest subject of the financial control areas. 
This paper discusses and studies on the credit risk metric. It introduces the modern credit risk 
evaluation model and its features in detail, and selects the KMV model which is widely used 
in reality to put for research. In this paper it systematically introduces the basic theory , 
procedure of the KMV model and its application advantage and deficiency. However, due to 
the particularity of the financial market of China, the traditional KMV model is not 
applicable. On one hand, owing to the lack of large database on company default in China, it 
can’t build up the mapping relation between default distance and default probability, so 
research and analysis is limited to the default distance. On the other hand, the option pricing 
model and parameter estimation method of the KMV model does not accord with the actual 
market characteristics, so it causes default distance calculation with some errors. 
    In order to enhance the applicability of the model in the Chinese market, based on the 
characteristics of the stock price that appears leptokurtosis and fait-tail, self-similar and 
long-term memory, the paper uses the insurance actuarial pricing method to get the option 
pricing and default probability in KMV model when the stock price follows geometric 
Brownian motion. 
In order to improve the precision of the parameters estimation, according to the variance 
of stock price with the volatility clustering phenomenon and considering the stock prices may 
be affected by the existence of periodic or major economic and political event factors,, this 
paper uses GARCH (1, 1) model and Tompkins method to estimate the stock price volatility.  
Finally, this paper rates and classifies the sixty-seven nonferrous metal listed companies, 
and uses the hierarchical sampling method to select twenty companies for the empirical 
analysis. This paper concludes that the modified KMV model has a strong applicability in 
China's stock market by discussing the relationship between the default distance and the 
ratings. By taking the four factors such as the scale of the enterprise, growth ability, corporate 
governance and solvency as the independent variables, this paper does the linear multivariate 
regression analysis for the default distance, and then gets the conclusion that the enterprise 
scale significantly affects the default distance of the nonferrous metal listed companies. 
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务比率进行筛选后建立了著名的 5 个变量的 Z-score 模型,。其是以破产企业为样本，
利用多变量的统计方法，通过大量的实证，对企业的经营状况、破产与否进行分析和判















第三阶段是 1993年由 KMV公司基于 Merton的期权定价理论，研究建立的期望违约




KMV 模型的预测能力，结果表明由 KMV 模型计算得到的预期违约概率能有效、敏锐地













































































































    
1.3 本文的研究思路及创新之处 
 





修正后的 KMV 模型具有更好的敏感性和前瞻性。本文通过探讨违约距离 DD 与评级分类
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